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Abstract
The delay in Ihc launch of SeaWiFs has reduced the scope of turbidity and océan energetic studies in the océan's coastal and estuarine
areas. SeaWiFs is now up and follow-on océan color sensors (e. g., MODIS, MER1S and Landsat ETM+) will soon be in orbit. This study
explores the use of an intérim algorithm made up of the visible channels of the NOAA AVHRR in thèse type studies. This study shows an
unexpected dividend in that the AVHRR visible data will continue to be useful in coastal studies even after the availability of data from
the new océan color Systems.
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Introduction
Knowing the oplical variability of coastal and estuary régions is impor-

tant toward understanding thèse régions' physical / biological processes.
High concentrations of suspended sédiments (from river discharges and
bottom re suspension) and colored dissolved organic matter are respon-
sible for the strong coloration of the waters in thèse régions. The optical
signal from thèse sédiment/ biological mixes can be used alone or in com-
bination with the thermal signal to define turbulent mi.xing areas, areas of
strong biological activities and to trace circulation patterns. hère are a
number of satellite sensors that may be used lo monitor thèse processes as
well as the coastal environment in gênerai. Those having a long proven
history for such use, are two "workhorses" of remotc sensing. the visible
and thermal infrared sensors (for examples of their use in the
Mediterranean. 1. 2. 3. 4). Although the thermal sensors hâve, provided a
long and relativelv uninterrupted data stream that may . be used to provi-
de long-term statistical analyses of the coastal régions, the visible data
steam has been relativelv short; mostly limited to that provided by the
Coastal Zone Color Scanner (CZCS) during the period late 1978 Ihrough
mid 1986. At the time of this writing, a new océan color sensor, SeaWiFs.
has been placed in orbit after a séries of prolonged delays. This sensor
should shortly be providing océan color (visible) data to the océanographie
community. (Although not available at this time. examples of Ihe SeaWiFs
data related to the Mediterranean will be presented al the CIESM meeting
in Dubrovnik). SeaWiFs data will be différent from that of the Coastal
Zone Color Scanner (CZCS) in that the new sensor's data can be adjusted
to provide high réflectance information of the shallow régions of the coas-
tal régime. CZCS data of highly turbid régions hâve problems due to the
red and green channels being salurated. In addition to SeaWiFs, other
satellites (e.g. MODIS, MERIS) will be orbited in the near future that will
carry sensors with océan color data collecling capabilities that will work in
the coastal environment. Thus, by the turn of the century. new data w ill be
available. Used en suite, the repeat looks provided by this assemblage, will
bc highly useful in the quick-changing coastal shallows. The time spent
waiting for the launch of SeaWiFs was not wasted. The easilv accessed.
easily processed NOAA AVHRR data has been shown to be of use in the
shallow water coastal environment. This began with an algorithm develo-
ped by Stumpf (5) to dérive the distribution and charactcristics of highly
turbid coastal régions using the NOAA AVHRR two comparatively wide
(+100mm) visible channels (640 and 850 mm). Gould and Arnone (6) hâve
modified the Stumpf algorithm to relate, remotely-sensed réflectance data
to the beam atténuation coefficient al 660 mm (/. e., c660), a frequently
measured océanographie parameler. Despite the exlensive spectral limita-
tions of AVHRR visible channels in comparison to those of CZCS and
SeaWiFs, the use of the AVHRR data for marine research has several very
practical advantages:

- AVHRR océan color data are available now for coastal research. In this
regard, the NOAA polar orbit and direct readout are idéal. NOAA 14 sees
the Mediterranean shortly after local noon each day. an idéal time for
océan color research. In addition. AVHRR data can be received directly at
sea and thus, can be used to control in situ data collection as well as be part
of the post-campaign analysis.
- Unlike Nimbus 7 or Sea Star color sensors, each NOAA satellite contains
identical AVHRR sensors. There has been al leasl one NOAA satellites in
orbit since the mid 70s. When NOAA 14 reaches the end of ifs operatio-
nal life. a NOAA satellite with an identical AVHRR sensor will be launched.
Two décades of AVHRR océan color data are now available as a data base.
- AVHRR visible and thermal data are co-registered. Each AVHRR chan-
ncl shows the sarac earlh scène. Coincident CZCS thermal/visible covera-
ge was available for only a short period. No thermal channel is to be on
SeaWiFs. The AVHRR ability to provide temporal and spatial coincident
thermal/visible data offers unique marine sludy opportunities.

The AVHRR algorithms hâve been used in a number of far ranging stu-
dies that hâve shown the NOAA AVHRR lo be a valuable data source in
the monitoringof coastal areas (e. g., 7, 8. 9). An interesting aspect of thèse
studies was to show that AVHRR data can define wind- and tidal current-
induced changes in shallow waters (>5 meters). Thus. in a fashion not pre-

viously realized. the AVHRR visible and thermal data were found to be
usable in small scale study of lagoons and estuaries. The data sels thus
derived may be used as single images or as groups of sequential images or.
as will be shown hère, as slatislical sels. In recenl years, océan sludics uti-
lizing both graphs and composite images of long-term satellite data hâve
begun to émerge as methods of showing the océan s seasonal and interan-
nual variability (e.g. 10, 11 ). While not as spatiallv detailed as the instan-
taneous views of the high résolution daily satellite imagery. thèse compo-
siting studies hâve provided information useful in unraveling détails in the
ocean's long-term variability and belter defining the forces lhat cause this
variability. This melhodology has now been applied to the shallow waler
environment using the AVHRR visible and thermal data. When TIROS-k
is launched late this year. ils improved AVHRR sensor will be added to the
suite of sensors available lo work the shallows. So. after years of success-
ful exploitation in the open and deep océan, satellite remote sensing visible
data (starting with AVHRR. and. as they corne available. SeaWiFs.
MODIS. MERIS and Landsat ETM+) are slowly coming inlo their own as
standard tools to study and monilor the shallow water environment.

Due to the limitations of thèse proceedings. the examples of the AVHRR
work will be limited to Figures I and 2. In the présentation at Dubrovnik.
this paper will provide examples of the use of the c660 algorithm to 1)
trace esluarine discharge and coastal flow structure and 2) provide long-
term (seasonal) shallow water optical information in the coastal walers. lt
will show that even after the spectrallv more définitive SeaWiFs et al., data
become available. the dependability and easy accessibility (in réception
and computer manipulation) of the AVHRR data will continue lo make il a
major instrument in coastal color studies. This dependability is (i. e.. the
long term continuity of the NOAA AVHRR séries) is especially emphasi-
zed in the short life span of the Japanese OCTS sensor

Examples of the C660 technique in the Mediterranean
The Gulf of Venice (Fig. 1). As stated earlier. studies of shallow water

(>5 meters) lagoons and estuaries show that AVHRR data can define wind-
and tidal current-induced changes. Thus. in a fashion not previously reali-
zed. the AVHRR visible and thermal data were found to be usable in stu-
dying day-to-day changes in thèse comparatively small régions. Note the
thermal iield at this time of year is relativelv Hat and the visible data
contain the most information. The Po River Outtlow (Figure 2). Unlike the
other areas within the Adriatic, the area of Ihe Po Delta always displays a
strong thermal Iield due to the differential température of the river waler in
comparison to the Gulf walers. The coincident c660 I thermal imagery are
quile similar in their gênerai pattern characlerislics. although close exami-
nation will show significant différences that reflect the involvement of dif-
férent processes. The Po River outflow varies seasonally and year-to-year.
Thus, there are seasons / years in which Ihe river outflow drastically
changes the composition of nearby waters and conversely, there are sea-
sons/years when such changes are minimal. Thèse seasonal/interannual
changes can bc monitored using AVHRR visible and thermal data

Conclusions
This paper demonstrates that coastal optical research can be conducted

using the comparatively easily accessible NOAA AVHRR data. The follo-
wing are our preliminary conclusions.
1. The algorithm of the coastal volume scattering coefficient. c660. deri-

ved from NOAA AVHRR visible channel data is effective in the study of
highly turbid marine areas; in many cases marine features are revealed in
the AVHRR visible data lhat are po'orly defïned by AVHRR thermal data.
2. The c660 algorithm is an excellenl tracer of flow patterns and coastal
water masses during seasons when sea surface température values are
essentially homogeneous (late-spring, summer and earlv fall). During
other seasons. a combination of the c660 algorithm and thermal images can
be highly successful in sludying coastal oplics and dynamics.
3. The cooO algorilhm is useful in studying high suspended sédiment loads
associated with nearshore discharge plumes and resuspensions with signi-
ficant remote sensing réflectance. However. it cannot be used to résolve
optical values or marine features in waters having low turbidity concentra-
lions or réflectance. Thus, the c660 algorilhm is ineffective in coastal
régions with low turbidity.
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